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Political Exchanges of Value and the Stakeholder Concept: Implications for Public Affairs 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Advances in political marketing theory have seen the gradual development of a number of 

concepts away from their origins in the commercial marketing literature and towards an 

acceptance of the idiosyncratic nature of the political marketplace (Lock and Harris, 1996; 

Ormrod et al., 2013; Harris and Sun, 2017). The concept of exchange in the political context 

is one example; instead of a dyadic exchange relationship, Henneberg and Ormrod (2013) 

argue that each political exchange of value is triadic in structure, as promises given by political 

actors in the context of an election campaign can only be reciprocated if 1. the political actor 

is elected, 2. has influence over the legislation formulation negotiations, and 3. is in a position 

to deliver on these promises. In each of these three ‘interaction marketplaces’ (Henneberg 

and Ormrod 2013), political actors are indirectly influenced by stakeholders (Ormrod, 2017). 

These ‘indirect stakeholders’ are often public affairs practitioners engaged in lobbying 

activities in the political sphere (e.g., Brown, 2016; Bitoni and Harris, 2017; De Bruycker, 

2019). 

The aim of this paper is to integrate Henneberg and Ormrod’s (2013) triadic interaction model 

of political marketing exchange with Ormrod’s (2017) political marketing stakeholder 

concept, and to highlight how public affairs practitioners can target their efforts for maximum 

benefit. This aim is motivated by a need to increase our understanding of how core concepts 

in political marketing theory can help political actors to optimise the resources that are used 

on marketing activities across the electoral cycle, to help stakeholders such as commercial 

organisations and lobby groups plan their public affairs activities to gain the maximum of 

influence, and to help researchers to be more specific when selecting which actors – political 

or otherwise – to focus on as part of their empirical investigations. In this way, we hope to 

contribute to the literature on the political activity of organisations (Getz 2001). 

 

THE POLITICAL EXCHANGE OF VALUE 
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Commercial marketing is concerned with understanding mutually beneficial exchanges of 

value between two actors, with the fundamental exchange possessing a dyadic structure 

(Bagozzi, 1975; Vargo and Lusch, 2004, 2008; Lusch and Vargo, 2006 Sheth and Usuly, 2007; 

Grönröos, 2006). In addition to the basic exchange dyad, some authors have argued that each 

exchange is embedded within a wider system of supporting interactions (Ford, 1980; Turnbull 

et al., 1996; Ford and Håkansson, 2006). Vargo and Lusch (2004) class these non-customer, 

supporting interactions as ‘indirect exchanges’, whereas Ford and Håkansson (2006) argue 

that there is only one exchange, the result of a myriad of direct and indirect interactions that 

occur between networks of actors that are heterogeneous in their resource profile, aims and 

relative power. 

Henneberg and Ormrod (2013) apply the exchange concept to the political marketing context. 

Rather than a dyadic conceptualisation of exchange embedded within other exchanges or 

interactions, Henneberg and Ormrod (2013) argue for a triadic conceptualisation where the 

successful completion of three, linked interactions are needed to provide one political 

exchange of value. The three interactions occur in the electoral marketplace (between the 

political actor and voters), the parliamentary marketplace (between the political actor and 

other elected politicians) and the governmental marketplace (between the political actor as 

part of the government and citizens (Henneberg and Ormrod, 2013; see Figure 1). 
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Figure 1: The Triadic Interaction Model of Political Marketing Exchange (Henneberg and 

Ormrod, 2013) 

Each interaction is not an exchange, as the actual exchange of value can only be fulfilled if 

there are successful interactions in all three marketplaces. For example, in the electoral 

marketplace, a voter casts their vote for a particular candidate in return for a set of political 

promises (Reid, 1988; O’Cass, 2003; Polat and Külter, 2008). If the political actor is not elected, 

there can be no exchange as the ‘something of value’ that the voter gives to the political actor, 

their vote, is not reciprocated (Henneberg and Ormrod, 2013). However, even if the political 

actor is elected to the legislative body, an exchange has not occurred; an exchange can only 

occur when the promises that the political actor gave in the electoral marketplace are fulfilled 

after further successful interactions in the parliamentary and governmental marketplaces 

(Henneberg and Ormrod, 2013). 

Following the successful election of the political actor to the legislative assembly, the political 

actor attempts to create coalitions with other elected representatives in the parliamentary 

marketplace in order to influence the development of legislation (Doring and Hellström, 2013; 

Serritzlew et al., 2010). The ability of the individual elected political actor to influence 

legislation can depend upon several factors, not only whether the political actor is 

ideologically aligned with the government party or parties, but also due to residual effects 

from behaviour in the electoral marketplace, such as pre-election commitments (Debus, 

2009) or voter expectations of which political actors will enter into coalition with one another 

(Müller and Debus, 2013); the extent to which the individual political actor is considered to 

be a ‘celebrity politician’ (Street, 2004, 2012) or the cornerstone of the party brand (Davies 

and Mian, 2010; Smith and French, 2011; Speed et al., 2015) can also have an impact on 

legislative influence. 

However, even if it is possible for the political actor to have a decisive influence over the 

formulation of legislation, the political exchange triad is not yet complete. It is only possible 

to successfully implement the legislation if environmental factors (such as international 

legislation and the condition of the macroeconomy) permit this; only then will the political 

actor be able to keep the promise that was given to voters in the electoral interaction. 

Henneberg and Ormrod (2013) label the interaction partners in the governmental 

marketplace as citizens. At first glance the conceptualisation of the interaction partner in the 
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governmental marketplace as a ‘citizen’ may appear too narrow, as it does not allow for 

individuals who are not citizens of the country, yet have permanent residence. These non-

citizen individuals are also subject to the laws of the country, yet do not necessarily have the 

right to vote; in extension, what about corporations, interest groups and non-profit 

organisations? These persona sine anima, despite not having the benefit (or limitations) of a 

soul (Ticar, 2014), are still directly influenced by the legislation implemented in the 

governmental marketplace. 

It is therefore necessary to identify to whom the political actor gave the original promise – 

the electorate. Thus the promise given at the election to all voters was completed, 

irrespective of whether the voters interacted with the political actor as candidate or not. After 

the implementation of the legislation and the completion of the political exchange of value 

with the sub-section of the electorate that voted for the political actor, all voters have the 

opportunity to participate in the interaction marketplace once more. As such, we argue that 

‘electorate’ is arguably a more precise term than ‘citizens’, and will be used henceforth. 

The political exchange of value is closely related to the conceptualisations of Vargo and Lusch 

(2004) and Ford and Håkonsson (2006) in the commercial marketing literature, with the 

difference being the triadic exchange structure, with each exchange of value being made up 

of three interactions (Henneberg and Ormrod, 2013). Each of these three interactions is 

between the political actor and a group of actors – stakeholders – that are different in each 

of the three marketplaces. As such, it is necessary to understand the stakeholder concept in 

order to understand how political marketing management activities are linked across the 

three interaction marketplaces. 

 

THE STAKEHOLDER CONCEPT 

A precise definition of a ‘stakeholder’ remains elusive (Kaler, 2002; Miles, 2017), despite 

evidence of the impact of multiple actors on the value-creation process (Schilling, 2000; 

Parmar et al., 2010; Freeman, 2010; Tantalo and Priem, 2016). Indeed, we can consider the 

concept of a stakeholder to be essentially contested, that is, the existence of the concept is 

accepted but how the concept is understood differs across research fields (Miles, 2012). To 

this day, Freeman’s (1984) definition of a stakeholder as an actor that “can affect or is affected 
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by the achievements of the organization’s objectives” (Freeman, 1984, p. 46) remains 

popular, arguably as a result of its accessibility and managerial applicability (Friedman and 

Miles, 2006; Fassin, 2008, 2009). However, an emphasis on managerial applicability has its 

limitations. Freeman (1984) names specific actors as stakeholders in his conceptual model, 

which arguably places limitations on the applicability of the model across a broad range of 

industries. 

In order to address the shortcomings associated with the reductionism that characterises 

Freeman’s (1984) model, some authors (e.g., Hall and Vredenburg, 2005; Hansen et al., 2004; 

Wicks and Berman, 2004) emphasise that understanding the context in which the 

organisation exists is central to identifying relevant stakeholders. Others (e.g., Key, 1999; 

Starik, 1994) argue that the impact of actors in the wider environment needs to be 

considered, together with market dynamics (Jawahar and McLaughlin, 2001), and whether 

there is a reciprocal recognition between the actor and stakeholder (Fassin, 2008, 2012). 

Some authors have gone so far as to argue that the term ‘stakeholder’ is not enough; a greater 

granularity in terminology is needed (Holzer, 2008; Fassin, 2009). As can be seen, there is no 

clear answer to the question of ‘what are my organisation’s stakeholders?’. 

Thus the stakeholder concept encompasses a wide range of characteristics, some 

complementary, others at odds with one another (Miles, 2012). Friedman and Miles (2006: 

11) set out to create some order in the diverse understandings of the stakeholder concept by 

focusing on two dimensions: the scope of each definition (broad or narrow), and whether the 

definition identifies stakeholders based on normative or strategic criteria. In addition to this, 

the (a)symmetry of the definition (who identifies whom) and the reciprocity of the interaction 

can also contribute to a better understanding of the relationship between stakeholders and 

political actors. 

Friedman and Miles’ (2006) first dimension focuses on how inclusive the stakeholder concept 

is. Organisations can adopt a narrow focus on a few, key stakeholders selected on the grounds 

of contractual obligations (Freeman and Evan, 1990), conscious organisational strategy or 

direct interactions (Carroll, 1993), or limited organisational resources (Jawahar and 

McLaughlin, 2001). Alternatively, a broad approach considers stakeholders to have some 

measure of reciprocal influence (Gray et al., 1996), indirectly linked through network 
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participation (Phillips and Cauldwell, 2005) or, in the extreme, literally anything between 

heaven (Schwartz, 2006) and Earth (Starik, 1995). 

Some authors (e.g., Hansen et al., 2004; Wicks and Berman, 2004) move away from a focus 

on identifying specific actors by arguing that understanding the context within which the 

organisation-stakeholder interaction occurs is the key to understanding which groups of 

stakeholders are relevant to an organisation. The characteristics of the context – embedded 

within organisational culture, legislation or social norms – changes the ‘black box’ 

understanding of organisations to that of a coalition of multiple internal groups, each with its 

own agenda and relationships with stakeholders outside of the organisation (Hansen et al., 

2004), where trust is a key success factor (Wicks and Berman, 2004). 

Integrating Friedman and Miles’ (2006) broad-narrow dimension with Hansen et al.’s (2004) 

context focus introduces two issues. First of all there is an acceptance that stakeholder 

markets are dynamic (Windsor, 2010; Gresko and Solodukhim, 2015), with changing contexts 

requiring a flexibility on the part of the organisation to change position on the broad-narrow 

dimension. Secondly, certain stakeholders are fixed across contexts, consisting of recurring, 

direct interactions due to, for example, legislation (Hansen et al., 2004), or legally binding 

contracts between the organisation and the stakeholder. As such, managing relationships 

with certain stakeholders is a given rather than a strategic choice, and thus understanding 

context is central to understanding the stakeholder concept. 

Finally, the increasing tendency of networks of actors competing together to facilitate one 

exchange (e.g., Akaka et al., 2012; Naudé et al., 2009; Thornton et al., 2015) means that an 

organisation can have no direct contact (social or contractual) with another actor, yet still be 

completely reliant on that actor to fulfil its role in the value creation process in order for the 

exchange to be successful (Vargo and Lusch, 2004; Ford and Håkansson, 2006). As such, the 

actors with which the organisation only has an indirect contact can also be considered to be 

stakeholders (e.g., Phillips and Cauldwell, 2005). The consistent element in these alternative 

perspectives is context; it is necessary to identify the context within which the organisation 

exists before deciding on a broad or narrow scope. 

Friedman and Miles’ (2006) second dimension concerns whether managers select 

stakeholders based on normative (moral and/or ethical) beliefs about which stakeholders 

ought to be taken into consideration, or whether the selection of important stakeholders is a 
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choice that managers make that is grounded in strategic necessity. This strategic necessity 

can be identified from the relative power of the organisation and the stakeholder (Mitchell et 

al., 1997), but can also take the form of legislation (Friedman and Miles, 2006; Fifka, 2013) or 

contractual obligations that are explicit and/or implicit (Friedman and Miles, 2002); 

essentially, any actor the organisation has to treat as a stakeholder if the organisation wishes 

to remain profitable. A normative understanding of the stakeholder concept is more difficult 

to resolve, as the historical, institutional and cultural context form a framework within which 

the decision must be made using the manager’s own moral codex as a guide (Hansen et al., 

2004; Friedman and Miles, 2006). 

Therefore, one can argue that even though managers ought to take certain stakeholders into 

consideration, as this choice is fundamentally based upon the manager’s own morality, 

adopting a normative approach to understanding stakeholders can provide little practical 

help in the general, day-to-day running of an organisation (Gioia, 1999). However, simply 

focusing on those stakeholders that make a strategic difference in the current context risks 

being blind to the existence of actors which could, over time, become essential to maintaining 

the organisation’s legitimacy, especially in the context of a crisis (Gilpin and Murphy, 2008; 

Alpaslan et al., 2009). 

Normative and strategic perspectives were for many years considered to be mutually 

exclusive (Freeman, 1999), with the ‘stakeholder paradox’ (Goodpaster, 1991) emphasising 

that good ethics are incommensurable with good business. However, some authors (e.g., 

Jones and Wicks, 1999; Parmar et al., 2010; Fassin, 2012) have argued that it is possible, and 

even preferable, to integrate the two approaches. Instead of competing approaches to 

understanding stakeholders vying to develop an overarching ‘stakeholder theory’, Parmar et 

al. (2010) argue for a stakeholder concept that consists of a ‘set of ideas’ or a framework’ 

grounded in an academic ‘genre’ (Freeman, 1994) that contributes to other management 

disciplines. 

A further issue discussed by Friedman and Miles (2006) is the way in which the (as)symmetry 

of the relationship between the organisation and the stakeholder is understood. If a 

stakeholder-actor relationship is symmetric, there is an acceptance at the conceptual level 

that an action by either part affects (Freeman, 1984: 46; Carroll and Näsi, 1997: 46) or 

influences (Gray et al., 1996: 45) the behaviours of the other part. On the other hand, an 
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asymmetric understanding limits the stakeholder concept to the impact of the organisation 

on other actors (organisation-centric, see e.g., Clarkson, 1995; Mitchell et al., 1997; Jawahar 

and McLaughlin, 2001), or the impact of stakeholders on the focal organisation (stakeholder 

centric, see e.g., Frooman, 1999; Rowley and Moldoveanu, 2003). 

A further understanding of the stakeholder concept has grown in importance in recent years, 

based on networks and coalitions of actors (Naudé et al., 2009; Thornton et al., 2015), context 

(Hall and Vredenburg, 2005; Hansen et al., 2004) and reciprocal responsibility between 

organisations (Fassin, 2009, 2012). Dyadic relationships between the organisation and 

stakeholders (e.g., Hill and Jones, 1992; Friedman and Miles, 2002) are no longer considered 

in isolation, as history, social norms and institutions (Hansen et al., 2004) are seen as relevant 

factors that impact on any relationship. This is especially visible in the commercial marketing 

literature, where discrete, dyadic exchanges are understood as being embedded within a 

wider context of non-customer, supporting interactions (‘indirect exchanges’, Vargo and 

Lusch, 2004), or are the result of a myriad of direct and indirect interactions that occur 

between networks of actors that are heterogeneous in their resource profile, aims and 

relative power (Ford and Håkansson, 2006). This widening of the stakeholder concept to 

include stakeholders with which the organisation has no direct interaction necessitates a two-

way understanding of the concept. 

The fundamental question is ‘who identifies whom?’ Is an actor a stakeholder of the 

organisation if the stakeholder considers itself as such (Fassin, 2012), or is it necessary for the 

organisation to acknowledge the actor as a stakeholder – or both? If the stakeholder is 

legitimate and dependent on the organisation for its survival, but with no power to influence 

or affect the organisation (Mitchell et al., 1997), does the organisation have a moral 

(normative) responsibility to take the actor into consideration irrespective of the actor’s 

strategic importance (Fassin, 2009)? 

 

POLITICAL MARKETING EXCHANGES AND THE STAKEHOLDER CONCEPT 

From the above discussion it is clear that the superficially straightforward question of ‘what 

is a stakeholder?’ is in fact incredibly complex due to the ambiguity of the stakeholder concept 

(Kaler, 2002). Normative and strategic considerations have to be reconciled (Parmar et al., 
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2010; Fassin, 2012), as do questions of the number and type of stakeholders that are to be 

included in any attempt to create a workable organisational strategy (Payne et al., 2005; 

Fassin, 2009), all within a legal, institutional and cultural context (Hansen et al 2004) that 

changes over time (Windsor, 2010; Gresko and Solodukhim, 2015) 

 In the political marketing context, these issues are compounded by the centrality of political 

actors in society, that all stakeholders have a legitimate claim to be heard in democratic 

political systems irrespective of whether interactions have occurred with the stakeholder in 

question (although this may not occur in practice, see de Bussy and Kelly, 2010), and the 

triadic nature of the political marketing exchange process (Henneberg and Ormrod, 2013) 

leading to considerations about past and future events having a central role in current 

strategy development (Ormrod, 2017). 

Ormrod (2017) defines stakeholders in the political context as “context-specific agents that 

directly or indirectly influence or are influenced by the political actor”. As such, Ormrod’s 

(2017) definition implies three issues: 1. the characteristics of the context (marketplace) in 

which the interaction takes place (e.g., legal, institutional or cultural, Hansen et al., 2004) has 

an impact on the choice of stakeholders; 2. whether the interaction is direct or indirect 

between the political actor and the interaction partner; and 3. the influence of the political 

actor vis-à-vis the stakeholder varies according to the strategic and/or normative nature of 

the stakeholder. 

Ormrod (2017) argues that direct stakeholders are the interaction partners in the three 

marketplaces that make up the political exchange of value, and indirect stakeholders are 

those stakeholders that exist in the socio-political environment but do not participate in the 

interaction marketplace itself. The interaction partners are, however, different in each of the 

three marketplaces: voters in the electoral marketplace, other elected representatives in the 

parliamentary marketplace and the electorate in the governmental marketplace (Henneberg 

and Ormrod, 2013). As such, it is necessary to understand the context (marketplace) in which 

the interaction occurs in order to identify the appropriate direct stakeholder. 

An understanding of the context in which the interaction occurs has been argued to be of 

crucial importance in the stakeholder literature (Hansen et al., 2004; Hall and Vredenburg, 

2005) and is an integral element of Ormrod’s (2017) definition of the stakeholder concept in 

political marketing. Ormrod (2017) understands context as referring to the nature of the 
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marketplace in which the interaction occurs; whilst not made explicit in the definition, the 

context is embedded within a wider environment of interactions between indirect 

stakeholders. Thus, there is a subtle difference between environment and context; the 

environment consists of all direct and indirect stakeholders, whilst the context refers to the 

interaction between the marketplace-determined direct stakeholder and the political actor, 

that is, either the election campaign, parliamentary negotiations or the implementation 

process. Whilst the nature of the environment is determined by interactions in the wider 

socio-political system, the rules that govern the context only change as a result of 

amendments to the institutional and legal framework that govern the interaction 

marketplace. 

Thus, the direct stakeholders are determined by the marketplace (context) in which the 

interaction occurs, rather than being a choice for the organisation in question, and the 

indirect stakeholders are determined by strategic or normative considerations and the 

number and type of stakeholders that the political actor considers to be appropriate. As such, 

whether a stakeholder is ‘direct’ or ‘indirect’ is merely a descriptor of the stakeholder’s role 

in the specific context, and can be seen as the first step towards identifying and categorising 

the relevant stakeholders for the political actor. Whilst this is reminiscent of certain legal, 

historical and socio-cultural norms in the commercial sphere that stipulate specific groups 

that have to be included in decisions (such as the German co-determination or 

‘mitbestemungs’ law requiring employees to be represented on the board of certain types of 

corporation; Hansen et al., 2004; Fifka, 2013), this is a result of a conscious decision rather 

than a conceptual necessity. 

However, just as indirect stakeholders vary in importance due to normative and/or strategic 

concerns, the diversity of the direct stakeholders further complicates matters; simply put, 

some direct stakeholders are more important than others. An example of this is the choice 

faced by political actors about which voters to focus their resources on in an election 

campaign. Voters in marginal constituencies are more important foci than those in ‘safe’ 

constituencies, just as convincing new voters of the utility of the political actor’s position may 

be more important than reinforcing existing voter preferences. 

In the subsequent parliamentary marketplace, successful negotiations with other elected 

representatives enable the political actor to have some measure of influence over the content 
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and direction of government legislation (Henneberg and Ormrod, 2013). Examples of 

segmentation methods of competing members of the legislative body can be according to 

ideological proximity, or whether the other members support the political actor on an ad hoc 

(issue-by-issue) basis or more permanently as a formal coalition partner in government. 

It was argued above that a more precise label for the direct stakeholders in the governmental 

marketplace is the ‘electorate’ rather than ‘citizens’, as proposed by Henneberg and Ormrod 

(2013). It is in the governmental marketplace that the promises that were given in the 

electoral interaction can be implemented and as such, lead to a completed exchange of value. 

Direct stakeholders can be easily divided into those in the electorate who voted for the 

political actor and have completed an exchange, those who voted for the political actor and 

have not completed an exchange, and those who did not vote for the political actor.  

Whilst the triadic structure is unidirectional in a temporal sense (the election precedes the 

negotiation of legislation in the parliament, which in turn precedes implementation), each of 

the three interactions are interdependent in that considerations regarding previous and 

subsequent interactions impact on the current interaction. For example, it has long been 

argued that the possibility of post-election cooperation may impact on the behaviour of 

political actors in the electoral marketplace (Bowler and Farrell, 1992), and in extension to 

this, agreements made in one parliamentary period may restrict the ability of a political actor 

to negotiate in the subsequent parliamentary period. In the electoral marketplace, voters can 

select their interaction partner based on a focus on the previous results (retrospective voting 

behaviour) or the future promises (prospective voting behaviour) of the political actor (Hobolt 

and Karp, 2010). 

Political actors are, therefore, more constricted in their choice of stakeholders. Voters are 

direct stakeholders at election time (in the electoral marketplace), but due to the centrality 

of the voter in the democratic process, the inclusion of this stakeholder group can be roughly 

equated to the organisation-consumer relationship that characterises the ‘traditional’ dyadic 

commercial exchange of value (Henneberg, 2002), despite some important differences (e.g., 

Lock and Harris, 1996; Henneberg and Ormrod, 2013; Ormrod et al., 2013). However, in the 

subsequent interaction marketplace, the direct stakeholders are the other elected 

representatives in the legislative assembly. Whilst cooperation when developing legislation is 

supported (and in the case of coalition governments, necessary), collusion in the commercial 
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sphere, has been generally considered to be illegal since the Sherman Anti-Trust Act of 1890. 

Ormrod (2017) argues that this factor means that a narrow, context specific understanding of 

stakeholders is counter-productive, and may even result in a voter backlash at the subsequent 

electoral interaction (e.g., Henneberg, 2006a; Coleman, 2007) 

Using Friedman and Miles’ (2006) framework, Ormrod (2017) argues that the number of 

stakeholders that are taken into consideration in the political actor’s deliberations across the 

electoral cycle is dynamic and specific to each political actor; for example, resource 

considerations (Pross, 2013), the capabilities of a political actor’s organisation (O’Cass, 2009; 

Baines and Viney, 2010) and the strategy that has been adopted by the political actor (e.g., 

Henneberg, 2006b; Baines and Lynch, 2005) all impact the number and type of both direct 

and indirect stakeholders that can be actively interacted with (Ormrod 2005). This limitation 

is, however, currently being challenged by the rise of the importance of the internet (Fung et 

al., 2013; Gibson and McAllister, 2015) and social media (Aharony, 2012; Cogburn and 

Espinoza-Vasquez, 2011; Harris and Harrigan, 2015), that, for example, enables smaller niche 

or protest/single-issue parties to successfully reach a wider audience (Thejll-Möller, 2013). 

This characteristic of the political exchange sets Ormrod’s (2017) definition of a stakeholder 

in the political marketing context apart from other definitions of the stakeholder concept that 

have their foundations in dyadic conceptualisations of the exchange of value. This said, the 

nature of the three interaction marketplaces dictates that the focal stakeholders in each 

marketplace – the direct stakeholders – are only focal in one of the three interaction 

marketplaces; voters are only relevant to the interaction in the electoral marketplace 

(election campaign), and this group does not participate in the negotiations surrounding the 

development of legislation in the parliamentary marketplace. However, the dynamic nature 

of the political exchange means that political actors must take subsequent interactions into 

consideration; the development and implementation of legislation does impact the marketing 

that takes place in the following electoral marketplace. As such, even though voters are 

indirect stakeholders in the parliamentary marketplace, the influence of this group is still at 

such a level as to remain potent. 

The reciprocal influence of direct and indirect stakeholders is represented in the third 

element of Ormrod’s (2017) definition of the political stakeholder concept. The word 

‘influence’ is considered by Friedman and Miles to be a “broad and relatively neutral verb” 
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(2006: 10), implying a flexibility to Ormrod’s (2017) definition that takes the idiosyncratic 

characteristics of the political exchange into consideration. For example, in theory, the 

influence of a stakeholder is unconnected with whether the stakeholder is classified as direct 

or indirect according to the triadic political exchange process. However, in practice, it is 

possible for a correlation to exist as successful interactions between the political actor and 

specific voter segments is a prerequisite for a successful political exchange of value. 

The nature of the triadic exchange process is dynamic, implying that the influence of direct 

stakeholders changes across the three interaction markets (Henneberg and Ormrod, 2013; 

for example, voters are direct stakeholders in the electoral marketplace but indirect 

stakeholders in the subsequent parliamentary marketplace, potentially with a change in 

influence. This said, voters may retain a high level of influence over parliamentary 

negotiations due to the reporting of the results of opinion polls by the media. 

On the other hand, the influence of the political actor over direct stakeholders in each of the 

three interaction marketplaces can be affected by many factors, for example whether the 

political actor is incumbent or in opposition at the time of the election campaign (Ormrod and 

Henneberg, 2006) and in the subsequent parliament (Seeberg, 2016), the ability of the 

political actor to successfully leverage the potency of the internet in general (Fung et al., 2013; 

Gibson and McAllister, 2015) and the social media in particular (Aharony, 2012; Cogburn and 

Espinoza-Vasquez, 2011; Harris and Harrigan, 2015), and even whether the political actor is a 

famous celebrity (Street, 2004, 2012). 

 

IMPLICATIONS FOR PUBLIC AFFAIRS PRACTITIONERS 

The external capabilities associated with constituency building strategies with relevant 

stakeholders (e.g., Oliver and Holzinger, 2008; Gorostidi-Martinez and Zhao, 2017; Mialon 

and Mialon, 2017) have been found to be highly effective in influencing political decision-

makers (Lord, 2000). Context is of key importance when understanding corporate political 

activity across systems (Hillman et al., 2004), just as it is in the stakeholder literature (Hansen 

et al., 2004), so we argue that leveraging the constituency’s relationships with both direct and 

indirect stakeholders across the three interaction marketplaces of the political exchange triad 

can help optimise resources by being aware of the context of each interaction marketplace; 
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for example, stakeholders that are indirect in one interaction marketplace can be direct 

stakeholders in subsequent interaction marketplaces. 

For example, as pre-election commitments affect post-election coalitions (Debus, 2009) and 

subsequent legislation (Doring and Hellström, 2013; Serritzlew et al., 2010), organisations 

(indirect stakeholders) that focus on the legislative process (parliamentary interaction 

marketplace) may risk being simply too late – in order to have an influence over legislation, a 

proactive CPA strategy (e.g., Oliver and Holzinger, 2008) needs to be introduced into a 

previous interaction marketplace. This makes the job of public affairs professionals more 

complicated, as when working in a previous interaction marketplace, does the political actor 

perceive the indirect stakeholder to be relevant, that is, is there a reciprocal relationship 

(Fassin, 2012)? 

Another issue is the underlying reason for the inclusion of the organisation in the political 

actor’s set of relevant indirect stakeholders – is it for normative reasons (ought to be 

included) or for strategic reasons (must be included) (e.g., Friedman and Miles, 2006)? Here, 

public affairs professionals need to be aware that cultivating a perception of the organisation 

by political actors as including elements of both ‘good business’ and ‘good ethics’ 

(Goodpaster, 1991) is vitally important across all three interaction marketplaces. 

 

CONCLUSION 

In the commercial marketing literature, the exchange process is characterised as a dyad, with 

stakeholders identified according to their normative or strategic relevance to the 

organisation, whether the organisation has adopted a wide or narrow understanding of the 

scope of the stakeholder concept, and the (a)symmetry of the stakeholder concept. Unlike 

the commercial dyadic exchange process, the political marketing exchange is characterised 

by a triadic structure, leading to interactions between specific groups of stakeholders and 

political actors, termed direct stakeholders, and supporting interactions, termed indirect 

stakeholders (Ormrod, 2017). 

When all is said and done, we argue that classifying a stakeholder as direct or indirect is only 

the first step on the road for practitioners and researchers towards a more nuanced 

understanding of the nature and reciprocal influence of relevant groups in society. However, 
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it is a necessary first step given the unique characteristics of the triadic political marketing 

exchange process (Henneberg and Ormrod, 2013). This triadic structure, consisting of three, 

linked interaction marketplaces, means that direct stakeholders are different in each 

marketplace, and that previous and subsequent interactions have to be taken into account 

by political actors. 

However, not all political exchanges of value can be completed; indeed, given the 

multifaceted nature of the political product (O’Cass, 2003; Lloyd, 2005; Polat, 2008; Patrón-

Galindo, 2004; Phipps et al., 2010), it is difficult for a political actor to develop a ‘one size fits 

all’ promise for voters. Adopting the Bismarckian view that ‘politics is the art of the possible’ 

results in further constraints: even if the political actor is elected to the legislative assembly, 

negotiations with other elected members lead to compromises on the design of legislation, 

moving the implemented legislation away from the ideal legislation that the political actor 

promised the voter in the electoral interaction marketplace. 

This demonstrates how consecutive interactions are dynamically linked, in that the political 

actor must balance the election promise with the potential parliamentary reality, and that 

this parliamentary reality dictates to a certain extent the policy that can be passed into 

legislation. For public affairs practitioners this means that acknowledging that the triadic 

exchange process as context-specific and dynamic – across the past, present and future – is 

necessary when carrying out activities such as constituency-building and corporate political 

diplomacy. 
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